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IntroductionIntroduction

The ability of a web application to offer personalised content and to 
adapt is determined by its ability to anticipate users' needs and to p y y p
provide them with the information and content they need. Adaptive 
web applications can do this only after analysing data resulted from 
the users' current and former interaction with the systemthe users  current and former interaction with the system. 

Based upon the similarities discovered between different types of 
content and different user groups, one can make a series of 
recommendations enhancing the capacity of adaptation and 
personalisation of web applications. p pp



IntroductionIntroduction

A personalisation system must be able to provide users with the 
information they need, without them having to explicitly request it.y , g p y q

Personalisation systems based upon the user's surfing behaviour 
l i i l th hanalysis imply three phases:
data collection and preparation;
pattern discovery;p y;
content recommendation.



Web Usage MiningWeb Usage Mining

Web Usage Mining have the goal of discovering useful information 
and knowledge as a result of analysing the application and user g y g pp
interactions. The WUM techniques use data extracted from log-files 
and provide information about activities undertaken by users during 
surfing sessionssurfing sessions. 

In order to discover new useful information, WUM applies a series of 
diverse techniques, like classification, clustering, association rules 
discovery or sequential patterns.

The goal of the association rules mining is to discover correlations or 
relations of association between existing records in a dataset.



Web Usage MiningWeb Usage Mining

In order to be able to use data residing in log files, it is absolutely 
necessary that log-files be cleaned and filtered. The analysis of the y g y
log files raises a series of problems, namely:

the existance of a high number of irrelevant records for the process of 
web usage mining;web usage mining;
the difficulty of the identification of users and sessions;
the lack of information about the content of accessed pages;
the data processing is a batch processing, which takes time and 
resources. 

The multiple inconvenients connected to the identification of the 
users and sessions have led to the development of some so-called 
reactive and proactive strategiesreactive and proactive strategies. 



Wise Recommender System (WRS)Wise Recommender System (WRS)

I hi i l WRS hi f d i bIn this article, we propose WRS, an architecture for adaptive web 
applications. In order to increase the capacity of adaptation and 
personalisation of web applications, we have integrated several 
submodules in an innovative manner. Thus, the collecting 
submodule allows the extraction of usage data, online and in real 
time, by using the proactive approach. , y g p pp

The extraction of data about the users' surfing behavior, preferences 
d ti iti i b i i li itl li h d ith t th itand activities is being implicitly accomplished, without the necessity 

of explicitly involving these into the collection process. The data 
extracted in this manner are quality data, complete, noiseless and 
error-free. Even more, WRS also considers the very rarely content, 
occasionally accessed.



Wise Recommender System (WRS)Wise Recommender System (WRS)



Description of experiments we 
have carried out

U lik h h i h d l hUnlike other approaches, in the model we propose, the 
recommendation period is not being influenced by the number of 
recorded sessions. In table, we can notice the time necessary in 
order to generate a recommendation list depending on the evolution 
in time of the number of pages, sessions and rules generated for 
Intelepciune.ro. p

the recommendation time is being influenced by two factors: 
Generated pages (P-value is 0,00399 < 0.05) 
Rules (P-value = 0,884357 > 0.05)



ConclusionsConclusions

The proposed system brings an additional benefit, because it allows 
the finding and maintaining in the system of the rules existing g g y g
between those pages that are not frequently being accessed by 
users, too. 

In this article, we proposed a different approach for a 
recommendation system, by integrating the pattern discovery phase 
and that of data collection and filtering into a single module. 

Following the undertaken experiments it resulted that the proposedFollowing the undertaken experiments, it resulted that the proposed 
model is very efficient in order to recommend the content and can 
be easily implemented within any web application. 



Future research directionsFuture research directions

In future we wish to continue the optimisation of recommendationIn future, we wish to continue the optimisation of recommendation 
system by incorporating different resulted particularities from the 
type of content existing in different web applications. 

Likewise, we would like to exploit knowledge extracted over a longer 
period of time, in order to see the evolution of the intensity of p , y
connections discovered over time.
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